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ABSTRACT
CodexDB enables users to customize SQL query processing via
natural language instructions. CodexDB is based on OpenAI’s GPT3 Codex model which translates text into code. It is a framework
on top of GPT-3 Codex that decomposes complex SQL queries into
a series of simple processing steps, described in natural language.
Processing steps are enriched with user-provided instructions and
descriptions of database properties. Codex translates the resulting
text into query processing code. An early prototype of CodexDB
is able to generate correct code for up to 81% of queries for the
WikiSQL benchmark and for up to 62% on the SPIDER benchmark.
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INTRODUCTION

CodexDB processes SQL queries while allowing far-ranging customization without expert developer skills. Users specify natural
language instructions, along with their queries, which influences
code generated for query processing. The enabling technology for
this system is OpenAI’s GPT-3 Codex model. Codex is a large neural
network, currently available via a private beta test, that translates
natural language instructions into code. This paper presents first
experimental results and an outlook on future steps.
The range of applications is vast. To name just a few, consider
the following use cases.
Example 1.1. A developer wants to benchmark different data
processing frameworks (e.g., Pandas and Vaex in Python or Tablesaw and Morpheus in Java) on a specific SQL workload and hardware platform. Traditionally, doing so requires either modifying
an existing database management system or writing query-specific
code from scratch. With CodexDB, that developer specifies queries,
together with natural language instruction such as “Use pandas
library”. While CodexDB may not succeed at generating code for
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each workload query, obtaining performance results for a subset
can guide future development efforts. Also, generated code can be
manually validated and reused in case of recurrent queries.
Example 1.2. A user needs help “debugging” a complex SQL
query. To that purpose, the user wants to print intermediate results
during query processing. CodexDB allows users formulating natural
language instructions that are executed after each processing step.
Instructing CodexDB to “Print intermediate results” has the desired
effect and helps with query debugging.
CodexDB accepts queries, together with natural language instructions, as input. These instructions customize the way in which
queries are executed. CodexDB generates code to process queries
while complying with additional instructions. A first option is to
submit queries and instructions directly to GPT-3 for code generation. We will see in Section 4 that this approach does not work.
Instead, CodexDB adapts techniques from classical query planning. It decomposes complex SQL queries into sequences of simple
processing steps. In contrast to prior work, those steps are formulated in natural language using corresponding text templates.
Finally, automatically generated plan steps are interleaved with
user-provided instructions. The resulting text is enriched with information about the database schema and physical layout. The
final text is submitted to GPT-3 Codex (as a so-called “prompt”).
Using this approach as a starting point, CodexDB generates code
for sample queries in a training step. The resulting code samples
can be integrated into prompts generated at run time to increase
the chances of success. An early prototype of CodexDB generates
correct code in many cases for two popular text-to-SQL benchmarks. Also, it is able to customize generated code using simple
instructions, inspired by the use cases outlined before.
The original scientific contributions are the following:
• The paper presents the vision behind CodexDB, a system
that processes SQL queries while allowing customization
via natural language instructions.
• The paper discusses first experimental results, based on an
early prototype of CodexDB.
• The paper outlines next steps and future research.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses recent progress in natural language processing and compares CodexDB to prior work. Section 3 describes the architecture
of the first prototype. Section 4 reports first experimental results in
multiple scenarios. Section 5 discusses future research plans.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

CodexDB is enabled by recent advances in the domain of natural
language processing. Those advances have been fuelled by two key
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ideas: a novel neural network architecture, the Transformer [33],
and new training paradigms, implementing the idea of transfer
learning [23]. The Transformer is nowadays the dominant architecture in the domain of language processing [36]. Among other
advantages, it lends itself better to parallelization than prior methods. This has, in part, enabled the creation of very large, pre-trained
language models. Such models are pre-trained on tasks for which
large amounts of training data are easily available, e.g. predicting
the next word in text snippets. While pre-training is very expensive, the resulting models can be easily specialized for new tasks
via different methods. Fine-tuning describes a process in which
pre-trained models are used as a starting point for further training on more specialized tasks (reducing the amount of training
samples and computational overheads by orders of magnitude via
pre-training [8]). Until recently, fine-tuning has been the primary
method of exploiting pre-trained language models. The latest generation of pre-trained models, most notably OpenAI’s Generative
Pre-Trained Transformer (GPT) version 3, unlocks new possibilities.
It turns out that sufficiently large models can oftentimes solve new
tasks without specialized training (“zero-shot learning”), based on
inputs describing the task in natural language alone [3]. Precision
increases if the input integrates few (i.e., typically less than ten)
examples pairing tasks of the same type with solutions (“few-shot
learning”). This is the method currently used by CodexDB. The
final development that enabled this paper is the emergence of the
Codex variant of GPT-3 [5, 22]. The primary difference between
GPT-3 Codex and the original GPT-3 model lies in the data used for
pre-training. GPT-3 Codex is trained on code and technical documentation. This results in a model whose primary use case is the
translation of natural language commands into code.
CodexDB relates to interfaces such as GitHub’s Copilot [6] as
both provide layers on top of GPT-3 Codex. CodexDB differs by its
focus on SQL query processing. Copilot uses partial code as input
and suggests code completions. CodexDB shields users from writing
code themselves. Instead, it enables users to submit queries with
additional natural language instructions. The current prototype
supports users by automatically handling training, prompt generation, code generation, and query evaluation. It generates complex
prompts that integrate database schema information as well as a
decomposition of queries into simple plan steps. Future versions
of CodexDB will provide more features to specifically support SQL
query processing, as outlined in Section 5 in detail.
CodexDB connects to prior work on natural language interfaces
in the database community [15, 24, 35]. So far, the focus was on
“democratizing access to data”, i.e. enabling lay users to work with
database systems. CodexDB enables lay users to customize code
for query processing via natural language instructions (as well as
making such changes easier for more advanced users).
CodexDB relates to prior work exploiting machine learning [12,
13, 21] and specifically Transformers [30, 31] in the context of
database systems. It connects broadly to prior work using GPT-3 for
program synthesis [11, 17, 18]. It differs by its focus on customizable
SQL query processing. Prior work on code generation for query
processing [14, 34] cannot integrate natural language instructions.

Figure 1: Overview of CodexDB prototype.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows an overview of CodexDB. Users enter a query as well
as natural language instructions, influencing the code generated
for query processing. The query is formulated either in SQL or in
natural language. In the latter case, the query is first translated into
an SQL query via text-to-SQL methods [16, 27, 39].
The SQL query and natural language instructions form the input
to the query planner. This planner differs from prior query planners
by its output format. As the plan is translated into code by GPT-3 in
the following steps, the plan is formulated as a sequence of natural
language steps. User-provided natural language instructions are
included as steps in such plans.
More precisely, the planner treats the nodes in the query tree in
post-order. Each node is translated into a processing step, formulated in natural language. To do so, the planner uses text templates
that are associated with specific node types. As plan steps are numbered, intermediate results are referred to via the number of the
step generating them. The last step in the plan instructs GPT-3 to
write the query result into a file at a specified location.
Currently, CodexDB allows users to specify two types of instructions: instructions that refer to the plan execution as a whole (e.g.,
instructions on which libraries to use for processing) as well as
instructions that are executed after each step (e.g., instructions
determining customized logging output). Instructions of the former
type are pre-pended to the template-based processing steps (i.e.,
they become the first plan step) while instructions of the latter type
are inserted after each processing step (i.e., the number of plan
steps doubles). Note that, currently, the planner does not perform
any cost-based or heuristic optimization.
Code generation is initiated by submitting a prompt to GPT-3
for completion. This prompt represents the start of a program that
GPT-3 Codex tries to finish. The prompt integrates details about the
data in the database, extracted from the database catalog, including
the names of tables and their columns, as well as a path to the
corresponding files. This description is generated using a simple
text template with placeholders for column and table names. Also,

"""
Table Data with columns 'Player','No_','Nationality','Position',
'Years_in_Toronto','School_Club_Team', stored in 'Data.csv'.
Processing steps:
1. Load data for table Data.
2. Print progress updates.
3. Check if 'Player' equals 'dell curry'.
4. Print progress updates.
5. Filter results of Step 1 using results of Step 3.
6. Print progress updates.
7. Create table with columns 'Years_in_Toronto'
(aka. result ) from results of Step 5.
8. Print progress updates.
9. Write results of Step 7 to file 'result.csv' (with header).
10. Print progress updates.
"""

Figure 2: Example prompt for code generation integrating a
description of the database (blue), processing steps (black),
and natural language instructions (red).

the prompt integrates the aforementioned plan steps. The prompt is
passed on to GPT-3 which answers with a piece of code. CodexDB
tries to execute the code, and to read the generated query result. If
the code does not execute (or if it does not generate a result file),
CodexDB executes up to a configurable number of retries. With
each retry, the “temperature” (a Codex parameter determining the
degree of randomness in code generation) is increased to enable
new solutions. If successful, the result is returned to the user.
CodexDB can be used in a zero-shot setting (i.e., it generates
code with instructions not seen before). Alternatively, it executes a
training phase before run time with fixed instructions. The purpose
of training is to generate a library of code samples, generated using the target instructions. During training, CodexDB uses sample
queries for which the query result is known. It retries code generation until the query result matches the known one (or until it
reaches the maximal number of retries). At run time, a specified
number of samples is randomly selected from that library and included into the prompt. Having examples in the prompt (“few-shot
learning”) increases the success probability, as shown in Section 4.
Example 3.1. Consider the query Select "Years_in_Toronto"
as Result from Data where "Player" = 'dell curry' from the
WikiSQL benchmark. Assume a user enters this query, together with
the per-step instructions “Print progress updates”. Figure 2 shows
the prompt for this query, interleaving automatically generated
processing steps with user instructions and providing context on
the database schema.

4

4.1

4.2

EXPERIMENTS

The goal of the experiments is threefold. First, to verify that CodexDB
generates correct code in many cases. Second, to evaluate the degree
to which code can be customized via natural language instructions.
Third, to compare CodexDB to other baselines. Section 4.1 discusses
the experimental setup while Section 4.2 reports results.
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Setup

All experiments are executed on an AWS EC2 instance of type
t2.xlarge with 16 GB of RAM, four virtual CPUs, and 800 GB of
EBS storage. The instance uses Amazon’s Deep Learning AMI
(Version 53) and runs Ubuntu 18.04. CodexDB is implemented in
Python 3 and accesses OpenAI’s GPT-3 Codex model via OpenAI’s
Python API. The experiments use the “Cushman” and “Davinci”
versions of Codex with an estimated parameter count of 6.7 billion
and 175 billion parameters respectively [3, 28]. The generated code
is in Python, the language both models are most capable in [22].
The following experiments compare CodexDB to baselines that
try translating queries directly to code. This is the most direct
method of using GPT-3, making the comparison interesting. The
experiments use the WikiSQL [39] and SPIDER [38] benchmarks,
two popular benchmarks for text-to-SQL translation. Text-to-SQL
translation relates to the problem solved by CodexDB, as it involves
natural language commands and generation of (SQL) code. The
experiments only consider up to the first hundred queries from
both benchmarks as treating all queries is prohibitively expensive1 .
The data on which queries operate is stored in the .csv format.
The experiments evaluating CodexDB focus on the key step of
translating an SQL query into code, possibly with additional natural
language instructions. Translating natural language questions into
SQL queries is a well studied problem. Corresponding results for
the WikiSQL and SPIDER benchmarks are available with recent
methods achieving a precision of over 90 % [37] for WikiSQL and
over 70 % for SPIDER [19]. We consider a test case (characterized
by a natural language query with associated data) as “solved” if
the generated program is executable and generates the correct result. This proxy for correctness is often used to evaluate natural
language query interfaces [25, 39]. A subset of generated programs
was manually validated as well. Unless noted otherwise, CodexDB
retries generating a program once if the first generated program is
not executable. If the first program executes but generates an incorrect result, the corresponding test case is not solved. CodexDB uses
a temperature of zero for the first try and increases the temperature
(determining the degree of randomization during code generation)
by an amount determined by the formula 0.5/𝑁 where 𝑁 is the
maximal number of allowed tries (typically two).
To test customization, we consider six natural language instructions. Three of them focus on processing methods by instructing CodexDB to use specific libraries: “Use pandas library”, “Use
vaex library”, and “Use datatable library”. The other three instruct
CodexDB to generate specific logging output after each processing step: “Print ’Done.’ ”, “Print intermediate results”, and “Print
progress updates”. The first three instructions are added once as
first plan step. The last three are added after each step of the initial
plan. Note that the following figures and tables abbreviate those
instructions slightly (e.g., in the figure legends).

Results

The performance varies across different prompts and models. In
a zero-shot scenario (i.e., the prompt does not contain training
samples) and using prompts generated by CodexDB, GPT-3 Codex
1 At

the time of writing, OpenAI Codex is only available to beta testers and access is
subject to a rate limit of 20 requests per minute.
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solves 22 out of 100 WikiSQL queries while GPT-3 Cushman only
solves 11. No queries are solved when using prompts that contain
queries alone. Clearly, the prompts of CodexDB, enriched by query
plans, are necessary to generate correct code. The Davinci model
(which features most parameters) solves significantly more test
cases than the Cushman version. On the other side, average generation times (seven seconds versus two seconds) are higher for
Davinci.
Language models are often fine-tuned to increase performance
for specific tasks. This option is not yet available for the Codex
series of GPT-3. Instead, we consider few-shot scenarios [3] in the
following. Here, examples with solutions are integrated as part of
the prompt.
Figure 3 reports the results of a preparation run, using 50 queries
from the WikiSQL training set and the Davinci model. As training
is executed before run time, up to ten tries are allowed. Furthermore, it is assumed that solutions for training samples are available,
allowing to stop code generation only if the execution result is
correct (as opposed to using the first executable code). Figure 3
reports solved test cases as a function of the (maximal) number of
tries. Different lines are associated with additional natural language
instructions (“-” designates no additional instructions). Training
took between 1510 seconds (when instructed to use the pandas
library) and 8,300 seconds (with instructions “print intermediate
results”). Given enough tries and results to compare to, CodexDB
solves 80% of test cases without additional instructions.
After training, successfully solved queries can be integrated as
examples into the prompt. Using two examples per prompt (rather
than zero or four) and applying the Davinci model (rather than
the Cushman version) maximizes the number of queries solved out
of 100 test queries from WikiSQL without additional instructions.
Unless noted otherwise, this configuration is used next.
We test customization by adding the instructions described in
Section 4.1. Figure 4 reports the number of test cases solved with
different instructions. In most cases, adding more instructions tends
to decrease success ratio for the largest model. Interestingly, the
impact varies across instructions. In particular, asking CodexDB to
use the pandas library slightly increases performance. This seems
reasonable as the pandas library is popular (i.e., the training set of
GPT-3 Codex likely includes various example codes) and supports
operations similar to SQL operators. Manual analysis of the first 20
programs generating the correct result shows that they are indeed
correct. Generated programs have a median length between 437
(with instructions “Use datatable library”) and 875 (with instructions

Nr. Programs

Figure 4: Number of WikiSQL queries solved out of 100 for
different natural language instructions.
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Figure 5: Number of WikiSQL programs out of 100 importing
specific libraries for library-related instructions.

“Print intermediate results”) characters. The corresponding SQL
queries have a median length of only 77 characters, illustrating the
difficulty of the code generation task.
So far, we discussed correctness. Next, we examine whether
additional instructions are reflected in the generated programs.
Figure 5 reports the number of generated programs (out of 100)
that import certain libraries. Without specific instructions, 34%
of generated programs import the “csv” library while 66% import
pandas. Incorporating instructions to use pandas, vaex, or datatable
into the prompt ensures that each generated programs imports the
associated library. In some cases, in particular for vaex, programs
import multiple libraries (both, csv and pandas). Manual inspection
of the generated code reveals that some of those programs contain
redundancy (e.g., by importing data using vaex, then transforming
into pandas data frames). While this subset of programs formally
satisfies the instructions (they import, i.e. “use”, the corresponding
library), they do not entirely reflect its spirit.
The data sets of the WikiSQL benchmark are too small for meaningful execution performance measurements. For measuring execution performance, data were scaled by factor 1,000,000 via row
duplication. Considering the first ten WikiSQL queries for which
correct programs were generated with all instructions, CodexDB
has a total execution time between 51 seconds (with instructions
“Use datatable library”) and 240 seconds (with instructions “Use
vaex library”). A widely used traditional database management system required 368 seconds for the same queries (counting time for
loading data from disk and writing out the query result to ensure a
fair comparison). This shows that CodexDB is reasonably efficient.
Figure 6 refers to logging-related instructions. The figure shows
how many out of 100 generated programs contain certain types of
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print commands, distinguished by the operand. The figure considers
presence of any print commands, commands printing out “Done.”,
commands printing hard-coded strings, and commands printing
out variables. Without further instructions, only 2% of generated
programs contain any print statements. This ratio increases to 100%
for any of the logging-related instructions. Instructing CodexDB to
print “Done.” after each step is reflected by the presence of corresponding print commands in each program. Instructing CodexDB
to print intermediate results ensures that each generated program
prints out variables. Requiring progress updates leads to programs
printing out hard-coded strings in all (100%) and printing out variables in some (13%) cases. Note that this instruction leaves room
for interpretation (as the form of progress updates is not specified).
Manual inspection reveals that most generated code includes print
commands after each step, outlining the action performed at a high
level of abstraction.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show success ratio and impact of additional
instructions on the first 100 queries of the SPIDER benchmark.
Samples were generated during a training phase, using the same

training process as for WikiSQL on the training partition of SPIDER. Between 20% (with instructions “Use vaex library”) and 68%
(with instructions “Print progress updates”) of training queries were
solved. All figures report few-shot results with two samples per
prompt for Cushman and four samples for Davinci (this maximizes
the number of test queries solved without added instructions). Results reported in figures refer to the dev partition of the SPIDER
benchmark (which is frequently used for evaluation and publicly
available). The settings for retries and temperature are the same as
before. Text-to-SQL methods typically perform significantly worse
on SPIDER, compared to WikiSQL [19]. SPIDER features multi-table
queries and separates databases used for training and testing. As
shown in Figure 7, CodexDB solves up to 62% of queries (compared
to up to 81% for WikiSQL). The gap between Davinci and Cushman
is larger on SPIDER, showing that complex benchmarks require
larger models. Generated programs for SPIDER queries range from
a median length of 578 characters (with instructions “Use vaex
library”) to a median length of 1395 characters (for instructions
“Print progress updates”). Figure 5 shows that library-related instructions always lead to code importing the referenced library.
Figure 9 shows similar results to Figure 6, except for a slight decrease in the ratio of programs that print intermediate results, given
the corresponding instructions.
Figure 10 tests if a different temperature threshold can improve
performance on SPIDER (using the Davinci model). The x-axis
shows the maximal temperature (i.e., the temperature used during
the retry, if any). No single setting works best for all scenarios and
performance is relatively stable with regards to temperature.
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5

RESEARCH AGENDA

The CodexDB project aims at creating a system that is highly customizable via natural language instructions, while achieving comparable accuracy and performance to traditional database systems
used via text-to-SQL query interfaces. At the same time, the system

must prevent ethical and legal issue due to the use of large language models [1]. The current prototype does not yet achieve those
goals. The following paragraphs discuss steps towards the CodexDB
vision, open research questions, and associated challenges.
Improve Success Ratio. Increasing the ratio of queries for
which CodexDB produces correct results is a primary research goal.
The current version adds randomly selected samples to the prompt
in order to solve more queries. In this context, a first research question is whether we can increase success ratio by selecting samples
more carefully. Adding samples that are similar to input problems
can increase the performance of GPT-3 on natural language benchmarks significantly [20]. When adapting this approach for query
code generation, a first challenge is the definition of a similarity
function on SQL queries that maximizes performance gains.
A second research question is whether performance can be improved further by fine-tuning GPT-3. Given a dynamic input workload, a first challenge is to choose when to fine-tune (using previous
queries as training data). Fine-tuning too frequently is undesirable
as the process is very expensive. On the other side, fine-tuning
may increase accuracy and reduce generation cost as it decreases
prompt size (due to the omission of samples) and the number of
retries (after unsuccessful generation attempts). CodexDB should
decide automatically if and when to fine-tune, based e.g. on workload properties and user-defined precision or cost constraints.
Reduce Code Generation Cost. Using smaller models for code
generation (e.g., GPT-3 Ada or Babbage or their open-source equivalents such as GPT-Neo) decreases overheads. However, they may
not produce correct code for complex queries. CodexDB should
automatically select the most appropriate model for each incoming
query. Doing so is challenging: simple metrics such as the character
length of the input question do not necessarily correlate with query
complexity. Other options include the use of a (relatively cheap)
classifier to assess the required model size, and a staged approach
that starts with small models, switching to larger ones if necessary.
Reduce Data Processing Cost. Achieving acceptable performance for multi-table queries on large data sets requires join ordering. Classical query optimization methods use a cost model for join
ordering [26], based on properties of physical operators. CodexDB,
however, generates code implementing relational operators on the
fly. As no physical operators are known at optimization time, it
is challenging to estimate processing cost of a given join order.
Whether classical query optimization methods (e.g., cost-based optimizers with a generic cost model [7] or simpler heuristics [4]) can
be adapted to this new scenario is an open question.
Generating code for query processing in lower-level languages
such as C likely decreases execution costs. This leads to new challenges: code in lower-level languages is often more verbose than its
Python equivalent. Transformer models generally place hard limits
on the size of the code window (including code read and written).
Switching to lower-level languages may therefore require multiple model invocations to generate all query code. This, however,
makes it challenging to ensure that the generated code pieces are
consistent and can be composed.
Improve Options for Customization. During the training
phase, CodexDB verifies correctness of generated code by comparing the execution result to the reference. Currently, CodexDB cannot verify whether generated code complies with additional user
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instructions. Doing so requires integrating feedback from users
(already since instructions may be ambiguous). How to integrate
feedback from users is an open question. A challenge here is to
balance the need for verification with the need to minimize overheads for users. CodexDB must decide for how many and for which
samples to collect feedback and how to collect it. E.g., if instructions
refer to desired logging output, users can validate output generated
during execution. Otherwise, users can validate a natural language
description by GPT-3 summarizing the generated code.
Currently, users can influence prompts generated by CodexDB
only by inserting natural language instructions before or after plan
steps. Future versions of CodexDB will offer users the possibility for
prompt-tuning in order to specialize CodexDB for specific scenarios.
In the simplest version, users specify templates for prompt elements
(e.g. determining whether questions or queries are integrated into
the prompt, as well as the precise representation of specific types of
plan steps such as joins). Later version will allow users to specify a
search space over prompt templates (e.g., by specifying alternative
templates for specific plan step types). CodexDB will integrate
approaches for automated prompt tuning [29] to select the best
version within that search space for a given scenario. Doing so is
challenging as the prompt search space grows exponentially in the
number of choice points. Furthermore, evaluating the quality of a
prompt requires generating and evaluating code for a sufficiently
large number of training queries.
Prevent Ethical and Legal Issues. CodexDB leverages large
language models which have been criticized for their environmental footprint, as well as ethical and legal issues that stem from the
use of large amounts of uncurated training data [1, 2]. Language
models for code generation have been criticized specifically for their
ability to memorize training data, some of which may be subject to
copyright constraints [9, 32, 40]. Using smaller models whenever
possible, one of the ideas for reducing code generation costs discussed before, limits the environmental footprint. As an additional
measure, CodexDB will consider expected data processing costs
during model selection, ensuring that code generation overheads
are not disproportional to data processing overheads.
GitHub plans to add mechanisms to detect cases where code generated by GitHub Copilot matches samples in the training data [40].
Via similar methods, CodexDB could regenerate code with a higher
degree of randomization if such matches are found. Using carefully
selected training data has been put forward as a more reliable solution to this problem [1]. In case of CodexDB, this training data could
include code of open-source database management systems that
is available under permissive licenses (or code generated by such
systems for query processing). Based on such a training corpus, a
Transformer model specialized for query code generation can be
trained from scratch. Training medium-sized Transformer models
from scratch takes hours [10]. The resulting model may however
realize attractive size-accuracy tradeoffs due to specialization.

6

CONCLUSION

CodexDB enables far-ranging customization via natural language
commands. Experiments with a first prototype are promising but
also hint at significant potential for improvements.
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